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Serpentine : an Alex Delaware novel
by Jonathan Kellerman
LAPD homicide lieutenant Milo Sturgis and brilliant psychologist Alex
Delaware investigate a decades-unsolved case involving a rich and
spoiled client, a mysterious birth mother and violent coincidences. By
the Edgar Award-winning author of True Detectives.

Sisters by choice
by Susan Mallery
Three cousins, sisters by choice, come together to help each other get
though the joys and frustrations of family life, the stress of marital
trouble and the courage it takes to rebuild your life. Original. 350,000
first printing.

The robin's greeting
by Wanda E. Brunstetter
Targeted by a vandal who threatens to put her family greenhouse out of
business, Belinda evaluates the courtships of two potential suitors
before her prospects are complicated by renewed sabotage and her
teenage son’s disapproval. Original.

The other Emily
by Dean R. Koontz
Haunted by the unsolved disappearance of the love of his life a decade
earlier, writer David Thorne visits her suspected killer in prison before
meeting a woman who uncannily resembles the person he lost

Win
by Harlan Coben
A high-suspense follow-up to the best-selling The Boy from the Woods is
presented from the viewpoint of Myron Bolitar’s fan-favorite sidekick,
Windsor Horne Lockwood III. 750,000 first printing. TV tie-in. Tour.

Relentless
by Mark Greaney
Attempting to secure an operative who is among several who have gone
missing throughout the world, the Gray Man secures vital intelligence
from a team of assassins, before an undercover agent in Berlin makes a
life-threatening discovery.

The affair : a novel
by Danielle Steel
A fashion magazine executive navigates a scandal involving her son-inlaw’s affair with a Hollywood actress, while her daughters support each
other through infidelity, commitment issues and personal secrets. By
the best-selling author of Neighbors.

Dark sky : a Joe Pickett novel
by C. J. Box
Reluctantly accompanying a Silicon Valley tech baron on an elk hunting
trip, Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett finds himself defending his
high-profile charge from a vengeful sharpshooter. By the Edgar Awardwinning author of Long Range.

The Spitfire Girls
by Soraya M. Lane
Book Annotation

The nature of fragile things
by Susan Meissner
Moving to early 20th-century San Francisco to escape New York
tenement life, an Irish mail-order bride uncovers transformative secrets
involving a silent child and two other women before her precarious
existence is upended by the great earthquake of 1906.

A double dose of love
by Kathleen Fuller
An ill-informed business deal and a reckless husband-hunting venture
lead to unexpected romance for two sets of identical twins on an Amish
farm when the more responsible siblings team up to protect the other
two from questionable decisions. Original.

Smoke
by Joe Ide
Going into hiding in a small California town, unlicensed detective Isaiah
confronts a desperate man on the trail of a serial killer, while Dodson
accepts a cutthroat advertising internship in his effort to go straight.
40,000 first printing.

Last Port of Call
by Grainger, Jean
BOOK 1 of The Queenstown Series

We begin at the end
by Chris Whitaker
A guilt-ridden police chief and a tough-as-nails woman who was forced
to support her family as a girl work together to protect loved ones
when the latter’s father is released after 30 years in prison. 500,000
first printing.

If i disappear
by Eliza Jane Brazier
"When her favorite true-crime podcast host goes missing, an adrift

young woman plunges headfirst into the wild backcountry of Northern
California and her own dangerous obsession. Sera loves true crime
podcasts. They make her feel empowered in a world where women just
like her disappear daily. She's sure they are preparing her for
something. So when Rachel, her favorite podcast host, goes missing,
Sera knows it's time to act. Rachel has always taught her to trust her
instincts. Sera follows the clues hidden in the episodes to an isolated
ranch outside Rachel's small hometown to begin her search. She's
convinced her investigation will make Rachel so proud. But the more
Sera digs into this unfamiliar world, the more off things start to feel.
Because Rachel is not the first woman to vanish from the ranch, and
she won't be the last... Rachel did try to warn her"

Good Eggs
by Rebecca Hardiman
Three generations of a boisterous Irish family are upended by a
matriarch’s shoplifting activities and an upbeat American home aide
whose initial support catapults the family into the worst crisis they
have ever faced. A first novel. 50,000 first printing.

Never far away
by Michael Koryta
Placed in witness protection in remote northern Maine, Leah risks
exposing herself to the dangerous forces of her past when her homesick
children run away. By the award-winning author of Those Who Wish Me
Dead. 75,000 first printing.

Seven brides for seven Texans romance
collection : The Hart Brothers Must Marry or
Lose Their Inheritance in Seven Historical
Novellas
by Erica Vetsch
The seven Hart brothers of the 7-heart ranch must decide how much
their independence is worth, when their father announces a time limit
for them to get married, or risk losing their inheritance

Seven brides for seven Texas Rangers romance
collection
by Amanda Barratt
"Seven Texas rangers -- tough, smart, and ready for danger -- are
totally unprepared when love sneaks in and makes off with their
hearts. Aided by their commanding officer and his matchmaking wife,
each one is paired with a seemingly unsuitable bride, and in the end,
each man may be more than willing to be found guilty of love."--Back
cover

The girl they left behind : a novel
by Roxanne Veletzos
Book Annotation

The rose code : a novel
by Kate Quinn
Joining the elite Bletchley Park codebreaking team during World War II,
three women from very different walks of life uncover a spy’s
dangerous agenda against a backdrop of the royal wedding of Elizabeth
and Philip. 30,000 first printing.

A matter of life and death : a Robin Lockwood
novel
by Phillip Margolin
Rising attorney Robin Lockwood takes the death-penalty case of a
homeless father who has been set up for the murder of a prominent
judge’s wife. By the best-selling author of Gone But Not Forgotten.

A reasonable doubt
by Phillip Margolin
"A magician linked to three murders and suspicious deaths years ago
disappears in the middle of his new act in New York Times bestseller
Phillip Margolin's latest thriller featuring Robin Lockwood Robin
Lockwood is a young criminal defense attorney and partner in a
prominent law firm in Portland, Oregon. A former MMA fighter and Yale
Law graduate, she joined the firm of legal legend Regina Barrister not
long before Regina was forced into retirement by early onset
Alzheimer's. One of Regina's former clients, Robert Chesterfield, shows
up in the law office with an odd request-he's seeking help from his old
attorney in acquiring patent protection for an illusion. Chesterfield is a
professional magician of some reknown and he has a major new trick
he's aboutto debut. This is out of the scope of the law firm's expertise,
but when Robin Lockwood looks into his previous relationship with the
firm, she learns that twenty years ago he was arrested for two
murders, one attempted murder, and was involved in the potentially
suspicious death of his very rich wife. At the time, Regina Barrister
defended him with ease, after which he resumed his career as a
magician in Las Vegas. Now, decades later, he debuts his new trick-only
to disappear at the end. He's a man withmore than one dark past and
many enemies-is his disappearance tied to one of the many people who
have good reason to hate him? Was he killed and his body disposed of,
or did he use his considerable skills to engineer his own disappearance?
Robin Lockwoodmust unravel the tangled skein of murder and bloody
mischief to learn how it all ties together"

The perfect alibi
by Phillip Margolin
Two rape cases at the same bar are complicated by a prominent
athlete's threats, baffling DNA evidence, suspicious attacks on case
lawyers, and a district attorney's resolve to prosecute a killing in selfdefense

The third victim
by Phillip Margolin
When a series of abductions, tortures and murders are traced to the
home of a prominent attorney in rural Oregon, a rookie lawyer
becomes a second chair to a legendary criminal defense attorney who
holds a dangerous secret. By the best-selling author of Lost Lake.

The girl from the Channel Islands
by Jenny Lecoat
After fleeing Vienna, a Jewish woman living in the British Channel
Islands is forced to hide in plain site during the German occupation and
to survive must depend on her own courage, her community and a
soldier she befriends.

Band of sisters : a novel
by Lauren Willig
Eschewed by her wealthy graduated classmates, a former scholarship
student reluctantly volunteers to help World War I French civilians
before finding herself surrounded by desperate families in villages
decimated by German bombs. 75,000 first printing.

The Sandman - Audio Adaptation
Audio Adaptation of Volumes 1-3: Preludes & Nocturnes, The Doll’s
House, and Dream Country.
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